WA S T E

FEAST

PAPA UBU:
Merdre!
MAMA UBU:
Oh!
C’est une belle chose.

FEAST is a series of publications that assemble writings that explore our
relationship with food as a social event, a marker of identity, a product of
history and a commodity for trade. The publication combines articles on
contemporary arts practices with recipes, food histories and literary
narratives in an eclectic mix that serves to explore, highlight and question
the varied roles food and its associated practices hold within our everyday.
FEAST is an initiative by curator and writer Laura Mansfield.
The third edition of FEAS T looks at the excess produced through bodily
consumption and draws particular attention to the areas of the body that
voluntarily or involuntarily leek or excrete waste. Articles range from a concern
with the use-value of waste — whether as the basis for crop evolution or as an
ingredient for luxury coffee brands — to the contemplation of waste in relation
to the vile, debase and dirty. Texts on the work of artists Paul McCarthy and
Ron Athey reflect on the challenge they pose to our common affects of disgust
with regards to our bodily functions, whilst David Stean’s narrative fiction
The Bin Bag evokes a disgusting image of meaty waste. Throughout this
eccelectic collection of contributions Alfred Jarry’s famous cry of Merdre echoes
as a playful, mocking and subversive call that re-evaluates our relationship to
all that is disgusting, wasteful and shit.
In conjunction with each edition FEA S T contributors host different food
focused events. To stay updated on future F E A ST publications please visit the
project blog at www.feastjournal.tumblr.com
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MERDRE

Scene IV
Papa Ubu, Mama Ubu, Captain Bordure.

PAPA UBU:
Well then. Captain,
did you dine well?
BORDURE:
Very well, sir,
except fo the shit.
PAPA UBU:
Eh!
the pshite wasn’t bad.
MAMA UBU:
Each to their own
taste.

On 10th December 1896 Alfred Jarry’s Ubu Roi was performed at the Théâtre
de l’Œuvre, Paris. The first word of the play ‘merdre’, the French word for ‘shit’,
with an extra ‘r’, marked the tone of the ensuing script where cultural norms
and conventions were subverted and social boundaries of decency and etiquette
transgressed. Shit, a word that is now a common exclamation of disgust, anger,
or annoyance, riled the Parisian theatre audience with the opening night of
Ubu Roi famously ending in a riot. Throughout Ubu Roi shit is both a vulgar
expression, a reference to the lower classes and on occasions, seemingly a
substance served for dinner. The characters excessive and grotesque behaviours
presented a satire on power, greed and the complacency of the bourgeoisie.
Having been banned from the stage following its opening night Jarry moved Ubu
Roi into puppet theatre where he continued to develop the satire creating three
further parts Ubu Cocu and Ubu Enchaîné.

PRACTICES OF
P U R I F I C AT I O N —
A S C ATA L O G I C A L
H I S T O RY
LAURA MANSF IELD

In 1891 John Gregory Bourke published
Scatalogic Rites of All Nations.
A Dissertation upon the Employment
of Excrementicious Remedial Agents
in Religion, Therapeutics, Divination,
Witch-Craft, Love-Philters, etc. in all parts
of the Globe. Bourke, a captain in
the North American army, documented
an array of rituals involving animal
and human waste. The resulting
publication combined rituals he had
personally witnessed on his extensive
travels across the American continent
with an extensive history of early
European rites and festivals. Within
these documented rituals, excrement
takes on a symbolic status, from cultlike festivals during which shit or urine
are ingested or offered as sacrifice
to performative acts of defecation
marking the purification of body
and soul.
Purging the body of excrement
as a means of spiritual and physical
cleansing is echoed throughout contemporary holistic dietary practices.
Colon cleansing (also known as colon
therapy) claims to remove nonspecific

‘toxins’ from the large intestinal tract
in order to cleanse and purify an
individual’s internal organs, improving
their general wellbeing and health.
Such cleansing of intestinal anatomy
was popularised by the American
physician Dr John Harvey Kellogg.
In his 1918 book The Itinerary of
a Breakfast, Kellogg asserts that
‘food residues and wastes should be
evacuated at least three times a day,
or after every meal’ to maintain
physical and mental health.
In 1903 Kellogg opened The
Battle Creek Sanatorium, promoting
a rigorous health regime of bodily
purification. Advertised as the
‘University of Health’, Battle Creek
received several thousand patients a
year. US president Warren G. Harding,
founder of the Ford Motor Company
Henry Ford and actor and athlete
Johnny Weissmuller were reportedly
regular out-patients. Central to the
Battle Creek regime was a routine
cleansing of the gastrointestinal
system by the administering of enemas,
a medical practice where large
amounts of liquid are passed into the
rectum and colon through the anus.
The liquids flush out the lower
intestine, removing its contents.
Kellogg devised an enema machine
that could rapidly instil several gallons
of water in his patients through a series
of enemas. He further recommended
that each water enema be followed
by a pint of yogurt, half of which
was to be eaten and the other half
administered in yet another enema.
Historic and contemporary Enema Bags & Nozzels

The yogurt served to replace the
patient’s intestinal bacteria, creating
a ‘cleaner’ internal environment.
Popularised by Kellogg the use
of enemas quickly became widespread.
By the 1950s the wealthy area of
Beverly Boulevard in California was
colloquially known as ‘colonic row’.
A frequent user of enemas during the
1950s was Marilyn Munroe. As an
investigation into her alleged suicide
revealed, the actress received an
enema in the hours shortly before her
death. As well as cleansing the lower
intestine, enemas are often used as
a means of administering certain
medical and recreational drugs.
Taken through the anus in a diluted
mixture with water a range of drugs
including hallucinogens, sedatives
and alcohol are rapidly absorbed
through the membranes of the colon
directly into the bloodstream. Only a
small amount of a given drug
is required to induce intoxication.
Theories as to the cause of Marilyn
Monroe’s death include the ingestion
of a lethal dose of barbiturates
administered through the colon.
By locating impurities in the
intestinal tract, the practice of colon
cleansing draws upon a hypothesis of
‘auto-intoxication’. Initially theorized
by the ancient Egyptians and Greeks,
auto-intoxication proposes that the
body is unable to fully dispose of
its waste products, accumulating
unwanted toxins in the intestines.
The accumulated toxins may then
trigger a series of pathological
symptoms, resulting in physical and
mental illnesses.

In the early twentieth century
the Nobel Prize winning surgeon
and Director of the Pasteur Institute
Paris, Ilya Ilyich Mechnikov, was an
ardent supporter of colon cleansing.
Mechnikov believed the toxins
deposited in the colon could result in
a seriously shortened life span. In his
view, the colon was a primitive organ.
Whereas our wild ancestors had
stored waste for long periods in the
large intestine, reducing the amount
and regularity of defecation required
in order to protect themselves from
predators intent on taking advantage
of the vulnerable moment of excretion,
modern man was no longer put at
risk in the act of defecation. From
this Mechnikov concluded that the
colon would eventually undergo an
evolutionary shrinkage, until, like the
appendix, it would become vestigial.
In his publication La Vie Humaine,
he called for a courageous surgeon to
surpass such evolutionary shrinkage
and to medically remove the large
intestine.
The first colectomy was carried
out by the British surgeon Sir William
Arbuthnot Lane in 1908. Lane removed
the colon in an effort to ease
his patient’s symptoms of chronic
constipation, which, he theorised,
were impairing their mental stability.
He reported and gave his name to the
condition of ‘Lane Disease’, which
comprised of severe constipation,
often with a dysfunction of pelvic
muscles, obstructed defecation and
mental instability. The condition was
reported to affect mainly women.

Postcard of hydrotherapy treatments
at The Battle Creek Sanitarium, c1910

The treatment of psychological
illness through the surgical removal
of organs was further embraced by
Dr Henry Andrews Cotton, medical
director of the New Jersey State
Hospital at Trenton (previously named
New Jersey State Lunatic Asylum).
From 1907–1930 Cotton gained
an international reputation for
prescribing the surgical removal of
internal organs, including the colon,
to treat schizophrenia and manic
depression. After diagnosing a patient,
Cotton would prescribe a first stage
treatment of tooth extraction, often
followed by a tonsillectomy. If the
oral surgery proved unsuccessful in
improving the psychological condition,
Cotton would progress to removing testicles, ovaries, gall bladders, stomachs,
spleens, cervixes, and colons.
One of Cotton’s early patients,
Margaret Fisher, daughter of Yale
economist Irving Fisher, arrived at
Trenton having been diagnosed as
schizophrenic. Cotton attributed
her mental condition to a ‘marked
retention of faecal matter in the
cecal colon’ and prescribed a series
of colonic surgeries. Whereas Cotton
claimed his surgical interventions
resulted in a cure rate of 80%, they
also carried with them, in an era before
the invention of antibiotics, a death
rate of over 30%. Margaret Fisher
died of a streptococcal infection in
1919. Nevertheless, for Cotton the
supposed success of the cure was
seen to outweigh the individual risks.
Connections between bowel movements and psychological well-being is

well know in Sigmund Freud’s theory
of the anal stage. In the second
phase of his theory of psychosexual
development, Freud proposes that the
anus is the primary erogenous zone
for 18 month to three year olds, who
gain pleasure by controlling their
bladder and bowel movements. Freud
continues to suggest that a fixation
at this stage can result in a personality that is either too rigid or one
that is too disordered.
In 1913 Scatalogic Rites of All
Nations was translated into German.
The translation included a foreword
by Sigmund Freud. Freud noted how
the publication seemed a forward
step in overcoming the shame often
associated with matters of defecation.
For Freud, Bourke’s comprehensive
study of ‘primitive’ rituals further
highlighted how scatological desires
and practices had been repressed in
modern western society, surfacing
merely in the development of young
children before being shunned by
social etiquette and public conventions of behaviour.
Yet despite the movement
towards a repression of anal pleasures
detailed by Freud, an obsession with
a certain auto-intoxication has perhaps
remained until today. Echoing something of Bourke's accounts, defaecatory
cleansing rituals continue to hold a
strong presence in certain aspects
of contemporary culture. Indeed,
Shailene Woodley — star of teen
dystopia Divergent and The Fault in
Our Stars — told talk show host
David Letterman during an interview

in April this year that she ingests
clay as part of a detoxification diet.
‘Clay binds to other materials in
your body and helps your body excrete
those materials that aren't necessarily
the best for you.’
Woodley was referring to the
belief popularised by Ran Knishinsky,
author of The Clay Cure, that Calcium
Bentonite Clay, because of its
negative electrical charge, can help
to expel positively charged toxins
from the body. As the clay passes
through the digestive tract, its negative ionic charge allegedly attracts
positively charged bacteria, viruses,
and toxins, collecting impurities
before removing them in faecal matter.
The eating of clay, the ingestion of
‘dirt’ as a means of purification,
resonates with an array of scatological ritual practices. Yet the
desire for an excretion of filth, far
from liberating a repressed scatological libido, is perhaps testament to
a much deeper lying repression,
keeping alive a dubious and
dangerous ideal of an absolute
purity of the inside.

PA U L M C C A R T H Y —
COVERED WITH CONDIMENTS
L UCY J OH NSTON

Paul McCarthy is one of the most influential American artists of our time.
His films, performances, sculptures and installations are exhibited world-wide,
and form a vital part of global museum collections from MOMA and the
Guggenheim, New York, to Tate Modern, London. Within the context of
contemporary culture (one now obsessed with the aesthetics of food), I’d like
to pick out the early spirit of McCarthy’s work that underpins his lasting
success — namely his use of condiments to make art that is, quite simply,
truly disgusting.
McCarthy performed his work ‘Sauce’ in 1974. Now easily viewed on
youtube, he lies naked on a clinical but fetishistic white plastic table cloth,
dollops some ketchup into a small bowl and then slowly smears the glutinous
sauce over his body.
It squelches and squeaks.
This sweet / sour glossy substance is played with, licked, caressed with the
tongue and stuffed into orifices, until the initial reference to red paint disappears
into a grotesque abundance of gluttonous sauce and physical forms. Ketchup
and body parts engulf the viewer.
McCarthy uses Ketchup, a condiment famous in popular culture, to confront
the viewer with nauseating bodily symbolism. He once stated; ‘it just sort of led
to the obvious. And that was that Ketchup was blood. It was ketchup — but it
could be blood. Mayonnaise was mayonnaise — but it could be sperm. Mustard
could be shit. Chocolate could also be shit.’
In the same year as ‘Sauce’, McCarthy developed his erotic destruction of
food further, using other materials commonly found on the kitchen table or in
the all American Diner for his work ‘Hot Dog’.
Performed in his basement studio before a small group of invited friends,
artist Barbara Smith described the scene, explaining,
‘He stuffs his penis into a hot dog bun and tapes it on, then smears his ass
with mustard… He approaches the tables and sits nearby, drinking ketchup and
stuffing his mouth with hot dogs… Binding his head with gauze and adding more
hot dogs, he finally tapes his bulging mouth closed so that the protruding mouth
looks like a snout… He stands alone, struggling with himself, trying to prevent
his own retching. It is apparent he is about to vomit.’

McCarthy’s overtly sexual abuse of condiments and manufactured meat-based
substances tore the barriers of expected food etiquette. He created what could be
described as an ‘ingestion manifesto’, exploring a lack of human restraint within
the context of eating as an allusion to American over-consumption in food,
sex and violence. With this fucked-up meal choreography, he strived to make the
viewers of his performances uncomfortable to the point of repulsion.
Throughout these early works, the core group of condiments in Western
society (give or take a few) — mustard, ketchup and mayonnaise — are
continuingly twisted and subverted from their origins as a substance used to jazz
up ordinary dinners, into disgusting and dirty bodily fluids. The everyday
condiments become tainted. In McCarthy’s hands they are transformed into
something undeniably perverse.

Opposite: Hot Dog, stills from performance, 1974

In honour of Paul McCarthy’s
de-construction of familiar and
comforting condiments — ‘the frills
of meals’, I have included a recipe
for chocolate cake. A close friend
made this recently and I decided
to appropriate the recipe. Note
the inclusion of ketchup and oil
to make the cake glossy, squelchy
and ultimately dirty.
Ingredients:
400g dark chocolate
200ml olive oil
3 medium eggs
250g caster sugar
300g cooked beetroot
1.5 tbsp ketchup
150g self raising flour
pinch of salt

Preheat the oven to 180°c. Butter
and line a 23cm round deep tin.
Break up 300g of the chocolate in a
bowl over a pan of simmering water.
In the meantime, stir together the eggs
and oil in a large bowl and grate in
the beetroot. When the chocolate has
melted, take it off the heat and leave
to one side to cool. Smash the
remaining chocolate into pieces
whilst you wait.
Stir the ketchup into the slightly
cooled chocolate. Pour this chocolaty
ketchup mixture into the eggs and
fold through the flour, salt and
smashed chocolate pieces. Empty
the mixture into the tin and put
on the middle shelf of the oven.
Check the cake after 20mins — the
top should crack slightly and wrinkle
away from the edges. Bake for a
further 5mins, then remove from the
oven and leave to cool in the tin.

WS, still from performance, 2013

Serve smeared with either plenty
of cream or brown chocolate icing.

That shit
is disgusting!

ANCESTRAL DUNG
HEAPS, CEREAL
CROPS AND HUMAN
EVOLUTION

In May 2004 the Royal Society of Biological Sciences published research
conducted by scientists Val Curtis, Robert Aunger, and Tamer Rabie
proposing the emotional response of disgust evolved to protect humans
from the risk of disease.
‘Over 40 000 individuals completed a web-based survey using photo stimuli.
Images of objects holding a potential disease threat were reported as significantly
more disgusting than similar images with little or no disease relevance. This
pattern of response was found across all regions of the world. Females reported
higher disgust sensitivity than males; there was a constant decline in disgust
sensitivity over the life course; and the bodily fluids of strangers were found
more disgusting than those of close relatives’.
The research suggests that the human disgust emotion may be an evolved
response to objects in the environment that represent threats of infectious
disease. Typhoid, cholera, and amoebic dysentery are among the diseases spread
by the contamination of food with the feces of infected persons, hence the feeling
of disgust when viewing, smelling or contemplating excrement.

J OH N MA NSF IEL D

The midden, meaning a dunghill or pile
of refuse is a word of Scandinavian
origin derived from the Danish
modding from mog, muck and dynge,
pile. The Neolithic midden has played
a pivotal role in human evolution.
Grains that were deposited on middens, spilled or excreted as waste,
quickly flourished. The nutrient rich
soil of the dung heap fostered the
development of rapidly growing weedy
plants that have evolved into some of
today’s staple crops.
Working in the 1930s Vavilov,
the Russian pioneer of modern plant
breeding, identified different centres
of origin of cultivated plants, tracing
the evolution of crops and agriculture
to around 20,000BC in warm temperate climates. Wheat and barley
evolved from grasses in an area
known as the Fertile Crescent centred
on modern day Syria and Iraq. Maize
(Zea mays) developed from Teosinte
(Zea parveglumis) in Mexico and rice
(Oryza sativa) from its wild relatives

Oryza rufipogon and Oryza oficinalis
in the middle Yangtze region of China.
Further studies on wheat, the
world’s major crop, show how the
process of evolution from wild grasses
took place through the unconscious
and conscious selection of seed types
deposited on ancient middens. The
diet of Neolithic man involved the
ingestion of wild grains. However,
gathering wild grains is a time
consuming and inefficient process
— most seed heads naturally break
up or shatter to spread the small
seeds and therefore each plant may
only yield a few edible grains. Wild
seeds are covered in a protective
tight skin that is derived from the
glumes surrounding the seed itself.
Such seeds are described as hulled
and the grain difficult to release or
digest compared with the un-hulled
and free threshing larger wheats that
are easily separated into chaff (the
released hull) and protein and
carbohydrate rich grain. It is easy to
imagine that Stone Age man would
have naturally been drawn to larger
seeded grains and if a variant plant
emerged that did not shatter and
disperse its seed, then this too would
almost by chance have been selected
for consumption, simply because it
was easier to collect. Similarly, unhulled types of seed would have
been preferred and consequently
would have gradually become more
prominent in the expelled waste of
Neolithic communities, colonising
the dung heap. Indeed, an emergence
of different variants of wheat with

EMMER WHEAT
EINKORN WHEAT

WILD WHEAT

BREAD
WHEAT

LATER DOMESTIC VARIETIES

the key characteristics of larger grain,
non-shattering seed heads and free
threshing grain is recorded in archaeological finds throughout the
Fertile Crescent.
As they started to colonise the
midden site, the different wild grasses
would hybridise, cross-fertilising by
exchange of wind blown pollen. It is
possible from archaeological discoveries and an analysis of the common
genes found in different generations
of plants to identify wheat’s family
tree. The remote wild ancestors are
types of goatgrass, such as Aegilops
speltoides and wild einkorn, Triticum
urartu. Crosses between these two
plants led to the development of wild
emmer Triticum dicoccoides generating a grass variant that thrived
on the disturbed midden soils. Emmer
became domesticated through the
emergence of variants which did not
shatter and it is this form of
domesticated Emmer that is considered to ,most likely, be the first
wheat cultivated on a wider scale.
Further
cross-fertilisation
with
Aegilops tauschii produced spelt
wheat (Triticum spelta). Continued
selection and chromosome doubling
over
time
produced
primitive
macaroni and bread wheats Triticum
durum and Triticum aestivum. Such
hybridisation between wheat and
grass
species
continues
today.
Goatgrass variants have become
major weeds in North American
wheat fields and tall hybrid forms
produced from crossing the ‘weed’

with cultivated wheat can be seen
growing above the established crop.
The period when the evolution
of wheat occurred through conscious
selection by early farmers is much
debated, but the remarkable story of
the initial unconscious selection and
proliferation on the midden applies
to the other major cereal crops —
barley, maize and rice. With the
advent of molecular biology and
genetic engineering, it is now possible
to insert specific genes into new
varieties of the crops. However, the
early adaptation of wild grains to
life on the midden has driven the
development of farming and human
evolution. Without the creation of our
ancestral dung heaps, it is possible to
imagine we would have been confined
to a life of nomadic hunter gathering.
Rather than simply waste, our
excrement has, in part, fuelled our
development over millennia.

THE BIN-BAG
D AVID STEANS

Imagine a plastic bin-bag full of blood and meat and feathers hung from a tree.
The Bin-bag contains some disembodied organs, too. An old heart, purple and
green, a liver coloured likewise, and a brain, bruised and oscitant. Somehow
— either through accident or malefic design — the bag lives. Its blood and meat
and heart and liver and brain form rudimentary circuits inside its plastic skin
and it seethes with a useless blind intelligence.
As soon as The Bin-bag's life-force splutters into being, a strange daze
contaminates the land. For miles and miles around people begin to arrest their
bodies and turn 'tward the tree. None are cognisant of what they are doing, or
why they are doing it. Thousands, having dropped whatever it was they were
occupied with before the birth of The Bin-bag, begin to walk toward it. These
thousands form The Crowd, an ambulant army.
A young mother notices — from across a street, around some fencing and through
the shoulders and crawling hair of the Crowd — that a boy's scarred face is freshly
bleeding. The Boy has on only a pair of pants, and surgical bandages trail behind
him. A stubby wound the width of a worm, just above his eye, bleeds slowly onto
his blonde brow and off the side of his face. No-one pays The Boy or his cut any
mind. The Boy, for his part, seems equally disinterested. The Mother, who has
now been watching the boy for a good few minutes, sees him acknowledge the
injury only once: when a tiny cable of blood curves into the corner of his mouth,
the boy's tongue flaps at it indolently. The Mother continues walking.
Minutes, hours and days eventually bring The Crowd to The Bin-bag.
Most are armed. The Crowd carry an arsenal of found and made weapons, in
many cases having fashioned what they were able whilst en route to the tree
(and to The Bin-bag). Lengths of wire; cutlery and needles taped to the end of
broom-handles and branches; shards of broken glass and jagged metal atop
lances of plastic tubes and copper pipes.
The Crowd gathers round the tree; not, though, to celebrate or gawp
or worship.

Slowly, methodically and seemingly without communication or prior consultation
the crowd begin to puncture the bin-bag in different places across its black skin.
There are pauses of minutes and sometimes pauses of hours between one incision
and the next.
It takes a number of days before The Bin-bag is completely exsanguinated, and
as a result of this it of course dies. One can only surmise that the purpose of the
exacting process by which this death occurred was to prolong The Bin-bag's
suffering for as long as possible (if indeed it was even capable of suffering in the
first place).
A bag of skin full of blood and heart and guts.
All of you! All of you lap at each tiny violent aperture until there’s
nothing left!

ORLANDO,
I N S TA L L AT I O N , 2 0 1 4
A LIX MARIE

Alix Marie’s installations explore associations of skin and the photographic
surface. Crossing the mediums of photography and sculpture her printed
images are displayed as three dimensional forms, inviting a tactility that
fluctuates between the sensual and the visceral. Experimenting with scale
Alix Marie has worked with billboard images of a female body, crunching,
morphing, re-photographing and re-presenting the meters of flesh as an
anthropomorphic pile of fragmentary remains.

Alix Marie
Orlando, installation, 2014

Alix Marie
Orlando, installation, 2014
Opposite: Orlando, detail 2014

THE SOLAR ANUS
NEIL MACDONALD

‘My arse is fancy,’
he argues,
‘it does tricks.’

What does it mean for one’s sexuality and one’s waste system to be part of the
same apparatus?
This is the question posed by Ron Athey in his performance work Solar
Anus (1999–). Inspired by an essay of the same name by the writer and philosopher
Georges Bataille, Athey’s piece elevates our most degraded orifice, the anus, into
something beautiful and sacred.
As the performance begins a video projection of Athey having his anus
embellished, by the addition of a sun tattoo, precedes his entry into the gallery
space. The aim, as he states it, is to turn something previously considered filthy
and private into something beautiful. The video projection comes to an end with
a blinding ray of light emanating from Athey’s newly beautified arse replaced, as
the live section of the performance begins, with an impossibly long string of
pearls. After the pearls have been expelled Athey dons a solar headdress fixed in
place with hooked needles that puncture the skin on his forehead. His face now
taut, daemonic, he applies powder with a makeup brush, a cross between fading
Hollywood beauty (the use of hooked needles is inspired by the rumoured DIY
face-lift techniques of the aging Marlene Dietrich), drag queen and high priest
to some unspecified sun deity. As a finale Athey inserts his ‘love spurs,’ huge
dildos attached to the equally impractical stiletto heels he wears, into his
ennobled backside.
In his 1931 essay Solar Anus Bataille draws attention to the exalted,
generative, sacred yet simultaneously dangerous and unapproachable nature of
the sun: ‘The erection and the sun scandalise, in the same way as the cadaver
and the darkness of cellars. Vegetation is uniformly directed towards the sun;
human beings, on the other hand, even though phalloid like trees, in opposition
to the other animals, necessarily avert their eyes.’ In his earlier text Rotten Sun
of 1930, Bataille describes the sun as our most elevated and abstract object (it
cannot be looked at directly), which simultaneously implies an Icarian fall into
blinding madness: ‘it is no longer production that appears in light, but refuse or
combustion.’ The human drive towards ever increasing elevation, meets its
eventual end in its opposite. The crown of flames that devours Athey’s head
mirrors the sunburst that glorifies his anus.

Anal eroticism is, for Bataille, one of the many examples of the fundamental
human need for non-productive expenditure, destruction and waste that takes
precedence over creation, work and reserve. Though the homogenising forces of
bourgeois capitalism have attempted to reign in this facet of human life it
persists, albeit in a debased form. Thus the sacred orgy and sacrifice have become
the brothel and the abattoir. Kept out of sight these institutions provoke disgust,
their abject nature is of the same tenor as anal eroticism, (something dirty,
repulsive). There persistence, like that of defecation itself, a mockery of our
productive pretentions. In elevating the anus to the sacred status of the sun
Athey simultaneously celebrates sexuality as something that, in Bataille's words,
‘take[s] place beyond the constraints of fecundity,’ and parodies the solemnity
with which it is objected to as profane and obscene. ‘My arse is fancy' he argues,
'it does tricks’.

BODY GARDEN EXPERIMENT
KERRY MORRISON

Geumgang Nature Art Biennial,
Yeonmisan Nature Park, Korea, 2008.
Our bodies excrete ‘food waste’
on a regular basis. Plop, flush, and
it’s gone. Occasionally we may be
tempted to peer over the rim into the
murky water to see if the sweetcorn
we ate is visible: a shiny nugget of
yellow lodged in the log. Likewise,
pooh after beetroot or redcurrants
can be quite exciting: instead of the
usual brown in the bowl, the pan is
awash with magenta. Peering at or
own pooh, in the privacy of our own
loo, can be quite revealing. What our
bodies dispel as waste contains
organic matter and viable seeds. Our
pooh holds the potential for new life
to sprout. Not waste, but a seed
dispersing mechanism, one of nature’s
flora/fauna symbioses.
Certain plants rely on the Animal
kingdom’s mechanisms of seed dispersal. Fruits, such as cherries, tomatoes,
raspberries, redcurrants, and melons
have seeds within the sweet, nutritious,
flesh. The sweetness attracts birds
and animals to eat the whole fruit
including the seeds which are encased
in digestion resilient shells. The seeds
are then transported within the gut
of the eater to a location away
from the parent plant before being

deposited through defecation. Packed
in a healthy amount of manure: the
seeds are released in ideal conditions
for germination. This cycle of growth
is part of life on earth that we humans
have, by-and-large, opted out of, unless
we are engaging in outdoor activities
— such as hiking or making art
— and get caught short.
In today’s globalised society we
can travel easily and quickly from
one country to another: crossing
continents in hours. Within our digestive tracts the flesh, fluid and seeds of
produce are being transported as we
move from one country to another.
We can also readily buy, and eat,
fresh fruits imported from around the
world, adding further layers of tran
sportation and geographical mileage
to the contents of our stomachs. So
what happens, if on our travels we do
get caught short, and have to relieve
our bowels in the landscape? We
should be aware that our shit can
have environmental implications.1
Intrigued by questions of seed
dispersal, self-sufficiency, globalisation
and biosecurity that circle around
the contents of our stomachs and
their dispersal, I developed the work
Body Garden Experiment for the 2008
Geumgang Nature Art Biennial.

How to Shit in the Woods: An Environmentally Sound Approach to a Lost Art
(by Kathleen Meyer, first published in 1989) is a great little book crammed
full of tips and environmental protocol on how to defecate without shitting up
local ecological systems. It is a critical read for anyone embarking on overseas
nature adventures.

1

Commissioned by YATOO, Korea
Nature Art Association (www.
natureartbiennale.org) Body Garden
Experiment was a real-time illustration of one of nature’s flora/fauna
symbioses: a garden produced from
planting the waste matter discharged
from my bowels.
For the start of the biennial I
travelled from the UK to Korea,
having eaten as normal. For five
consecutive days leading up to my
departure, I kept a log of all food
ingested and — where known — the
country of origin of the food
consumed. The log began with my
evening meal on Tuesday 19th August,
and continued until I arrived at my
destination.
I arrived in the city of Gong-ju,
Chungnam Province, on Saturday,
23rd August 2008. For four days I shat
in buckets. Each defecation had it’s
own bucket, sealed and labelled with
the date and time of deposit and
probable seed contents (gleaned from
my diary). Before the planting of
Body Garden Experiment began,
a contract was drawn up and signed.
The contract, between The Artist:
Kerry Morrison, and The Commissioner: YATOO, was an agreement
between the parties that Body Garden

Experiment would be destroyed —
burnt — before any plants flowered.
(It is important to note that, had the
contract not been signed, Body
Garden Experiment (England — Korea)
would not have happened.)
A cage frame was built and
installed adjacent to the artists toilet
block, (in order to contain any future
plant growth, prevent animals
ingesting the fruits and contaminating the local habitat with the
foreign seeds). The collected poohs
were regimentally planted in pieces
in pots, each pot was date tagged, and
the rows of potted pooh were labelled
with seeds ingested that might grow
into plants. Within days the seeds
began to germinate. First to burst
into the light were tomatoes. Before
long, other cotyledons were appearing
and the pots became crammed with
young green shoots. Clearly, my body
waste was not entirely waste material.
It had fecundity.
Body Garden Experiment illustrated a natural occurrence within
ecosystems. Within natural ecosystems there is no such thing as
waste; everything has a purpose: all
organic detritus feeds into the cycle of
life. Nature’s detritus, which includes
excrement, is a critical element of

soil, and this detritus, along with micro
life, lower life forms, and invertebrates
(that feed on the detritus) mixed with
the inert, and in conjunction with
air, water, and light, supports
vegetation and thus all higher life
forms (Daily at al., 1997; Rodriguez,
at al., 2006). Humans are dependent
on organic ‘waste’ matter. Organic
waste and food production go hand in
hand: soil fertility is critical to the
cycle of life. And within this life cycle
lies another connected to waste: seed
dispersal. Birds and animals play an
important role in the life cycle of
plants and many plants rely on
animals to disperse seeds away from
the parent plant. Without this
interaction, some plant species would
be unable to survive. However, Body
Garden Experiment divided opinion
amongst the artists and critics
attending the Geumgang Nature Art
Biennial. Human faecal matter is a
subject of taboo across cultures, and
we have a deep-seated anthropological
aversion to any matter that we
perceive as waste (Douglas, 1966).
Body Garden Experiment raised
an awareness of environmental issues
concerning the distribution of plant
species through human faeces, a subject
hitherto obscured partly because of
taboos and our relationship to waste,
and partly because we have become
increasingly disconnected from natural
human ecological systems.
During my remaining time at
the Nature Art Biennial I created a
second phase of the Body Garden
Experiment: Korea — Korea. When I

travelled to Korea, some of the seeds
in my gut were from fruit imported
from Mozambique, South Africa, New
Zealand, and Holland. The fruits and
vegetables prepared at the YATOO
kitchen were bought from the local
Market. After my arrival I began a
Korean food diary: recording food
ingested during my stay. Following
a day spent at the local Market:
talking with vendors and inviting
them to write on my coat where their
produce had come from whilst I ate
the soft fruit and vegetables — seeds
and all — I began a Korean body
garden. In raised beds constructed
and installed above Yeonmisan
Nature Park’s public conveniences
(the toilets were long drop loos: all
deposited ‘waste’ went into a massive
pit beneath the toilet block) the
contents from my stomach was planted
for growth. Again, I collected (my)
pooh in buckets; however, this time
I mixed it with water to create
a slurry, pouring this slurry onto the
prepared deep beds. Creating slurry
revealed the seed contents. Feeling
assured that most of the seeds
consumed originated locally the garden
was allowed to freely bloom and fruit.
The two gardens, grown from
my body waste, presented a record
not only of what I had personally
ingested but also served as a marker
of the different produce available in
the two geographical locations of the
UK and Korea. In the UK the contents
of my stomach included fruits and
vegetables that had themselves travelled a vast distance, from Africa,

Northern Europe and the Americas,
pointing toward the global food
market. In Korea many fruits and
vegetables from the local market
were indigenous to the region (such
as the little yellow melons, known
locally as ‘Dog Melon’ because they
commonly grow out of dog shit).
With the planting of my pooh I reintroduced the ingested produce into
the local environment (in the deep
beds): participating in the cycle of
flora/fauna symbiosis contemporary
society has more and more moved
away from.
Artists creating growing works
know that time is a necessary component of the work process: time for
germination, time to grow, to fruit, to
seed, to dye, time to rot, time to
compost. My time in Korea was too
short to record the full development
of the gardens and final destruction
of the caged Body Garden Experiment,
securing any possible damage to the
local habitat. I have no record of
what happened to the Korean Body
Garden. Who knows, perhaps some
mammal ate the fruits, sweet flesh
and seeds, and the cycle of flora/
fauna symbiosis begun by my personal
journey to the city continues.

Waste not.
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CASH CROP COFFEE
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L UCY D RA NE

In the lush hills of northern Thailand,
a herd of twenty elephants is excreting
some of the world’s most expensive
coffee. Offered up at £30.00 a cup,
Black Ivory coffee is marketed to the
wealthy and well travelled in some of
the most exclusive luxury hotels
across Thailand, the Maldives and
Abu Dhabi. Trumpeted as ‘earthy in
flavour’ and ‘smooth on the palate’,
Black Ivory coffee is made from beans
eaten by Thai elephants and hand
picked a day later from their dung.
A gut reaction inside the elephant’s
massive cylindrical shaped stomach
creates what the company’s founder
calls the coffee’s ‘unique’ taste. Acting
like a slow cooker, the elephant’s 76
litre capacity gut stews together the
ingredients from its vegetarian diet:
bananas, sugar cane, leaves, twigs,
bark and grass, infusing unique
earthy and fruity flavours into the
coffee cherries. As the contents of the
elephants stomach work their way
through its digestive tract large
amounts of forage are passed along
the intestines within a short period
of time, resulting in the animal
defecating on average 14–18 times
per day. Despite significant caffeine
consumption throughout the continued ingestion of coffee, blood tests

on zoo elephants claimed very little
caffeine was absorbed from eating the
raw coffee cherries, thus avoiding
any progressive caffeine addiction.
The production of the Black
Ivory brand is comparable to civet
coffee or ‘Kopi Luwak’; another
exorbitantly expensive variety extracted from the excrement of the weasellike civet cat. Kopi Luwak claims to
be the most expensive coffee in the
world, with retail prices reaching
£420 per kilogramme. Early production of the bean began when the
nocturnal civet cats would voluntarily
enter the plantation at night to feast
on the coffee cherries. Since fruit
forms a significant portion of a civet
cat’s diet, the animals are naturally
adept at selecting the ripest, juiciest
cherries which, according to the
plantation producers, contributes to
the coffee’s final rich tasting notes.
Initially the coffee beans were picked
from wild civet excrement found
around coffee plantations — an unusual
process which contributed to its
rarity and subsequently, its high
price. However, this organic process
has become over-shadowed by the rise
of intensive civet farms, confining
and force-feeding tens of thousands
of animals in battery cages. The intensive methods have not affected the
price of the resulting coffee bean as
the cost of the apparently wild Kopi
Luwak delicacy continues to rise.
Curious about this apparent new
‘delicacy’, professor in food science
Dr. Massimo Marcone travelled to
Indonesia in 2003 to collect a sample

24-carat-gold bag of Kopi Luwak coffee

of the ‘rare’ Kopi Luwak beans to test
if chemical changes in the coffee were
actually taking place during the
animal’s digestion process. Since
consumers were paying up to £30 for
each cup, Marcone wanted to determine whether or not they were
getting a different kind of coffee in
return for their expensive taste.
Having performed extensive chemical
tests on the beans, Marcone and his
team of professional coffee tasters or
‘cuppers’ were unable to conclude if
anything about the beans’ properties
made them superior for purposes of
coffee making. Whilst the cuppers
were able to distinguish the Kopi
Luwak in a blind taste test, they had
nothing remarkable to appraise about
it, other than it was less acidic, had
less body and tasted ‘thin’. Marcone
concluded ‘It's not that people are
after that distinct flavour. They are
after the rarity of the coffee’.
It is highly likely then that the
alluring delicacy of Kopi Luwak and
Black Ivory coffee rests within the
novelty of its’ production process
rather than its’ refined taste. Before
long such novelty value triggers a
fetishization of civet coffee with a
24-carat-gold foil bag of Kopi Luwak
on sale in Harrods for a mere £6,500.
As a luxury commodity, the product
has garnered a reputation for being
‘the best’ and as such warrants a
premium for its claim as a unique
gourmet product. However, the vacuous marketing claim glosses over
the dubious welfare conditions of the

farmed civet cats. One thing about
the excessively priced beans can
perhaps be guaranteed, a cup of the
luxury drink will leave a somewhat
bitter aftertaste.

CONTRIBUTORS

Lucy Drane lives and works in Bristol
where she runs an online store: Harrop
& Penny. She previously worked as
the co-ordinator of the Spike Island
Associates programme, a network of
over 120 artists, curators and writers
and is currently an advisor for Alias,
an initiative designed to support
artist led groups in the region. Before
her role at Spike Island Lucy
worked for the commercial gallery
WORKS|PROJECTS and was a cofounder of Central-Reservation, a temporary project space in Bristol, open
March to July 2010, dedicated to the
support, production and presentation
of contemporary visual arts. Lucy
has an avid love for good coffee,
hunting down those lesser-known
independent coffee shops, keen to
reveal the excellent alternatives to
high street chains.
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Anatomical drawing of an
Elephants digestive system

Lucy Johnston is a Client Manager
at Uniform, a creative agency based
in Liverpool. She currently specialises in architectural visualisation —
where ambitious future buildings or
interior spaces are created through
CGIs. Before this, Lucy was Assistant
Curator within the exhibition team
for the 2012 Liverpool Biennial where
she produced large scale public
works by artists including Elmgreen

& Dragset and Ahmet Ogut. She also
worked as the Gallery Manager at
Ceri Hand Gallery for four years.  In
2011 Lucy established the Liverpool
Supper Club with a group of close
friends. Hosted in a warehouse loft
apartment in the industrial docklands
of the city, the small team provided
creative menus for 16 diners, drawing
inspiration from international food
with locally sourced, seasonal ingredients. Lucy's current favourite place
to eat is Honey & Co on Warren
Street, London.
Neil Macdonald is an Arts and
Humanities Research Council funded
PhD candidate in the department of
Art History and Visual Studies at
The University of Manchester. His
thesis ‘Psychic, Social, Somatic:
Wounding and Queer Embodiment,’
supervised by Prof. David Lomas and
Dr. Monica Pearl, investigates the
intersection of bodily wounding in
performance, film and photography
with discourses on sexuality, gender
and health. Neil further teaches undergraduate students in History of Art.
John Mansfield is Emeritus Professor
of Plant Pathology in the Faculty of
Natural Sciences, Department of Life
Sciences, Imperial College London.
His research addresses aspects of
plant/microbe interactions including
mechanisms of resistance, the evolution of bacterial pathogenicity to
plants and innovative work on
effector proteins.

www.aplacecalledpala.net
Alix Marie is a French artist based in
London working across the mediums
of photography and sculpture. She
graduated in 2011 from Central Saint
Martins College with a First Class
Honours Bachelor of Fine Art and in
2014 from MA Photography at the
Royal College Of Art in London.
She received a distinction for her
dissertation work upon photography
and fetish.  Alix has exhibited
internationally since 2009 and taken
part in residencies in Slovenia,
Scotland, Iceland and Morocco. In
2014 she was awarded a residency at
the Victoria and Albert Museum
where she will be researching and
making work inspired by Rodin's gift
to the museum.
www.alixmarie.com

Kerry Morrison merges art with
ecology to produce intriguing interventions in the everyday land-scape
of our urban lives. Through a conspicuous process of walking, talking,
listening, drawing, collecting, and
performance, she explores peoples’
connections with the environment.
Her approach is durational and transitory, creating shared experiences
and unfolding narratives. Kerry has
been commissioned to make new
work for: Tate Liverpool; Liverpool
Biennial; The Cornerhouse, Manchester and The Arnolfini, Bristol.
She has further developed work in
association with The Wellcome Trust
& NESTA and Betty Rymer Gallery,
Chicago. Kerry is a founding member
of the Todmorden Bee Collective and
In-Situ, an artist led initiative in
Brierfield, Pendle, Lanashire In 2013
she was invited to join UNESCO
Man and Biosphere Forum (UK MAB
Urban Forum) — one of the first of
three artists to ever be invited to join
Kerry is currently writing up a PhD
in Environmental Science: Exploring
The Cultural Ecosystem Services
Associated With Unmanaged Urban
Brownfield Sites: An Interdisciplinary
Approach.
www.ukmaburbanforum.co.uk
www.in-situ.org.uk
www.bee-credible-bees.blogspot.co.uk

David Steans is an artist based in
Leeds. He writes, as well as making
objects and videos. Recent exhibitions
include The Panj Piare ASSEMBLE,
Grand Union, Birmingham (2014);
Day Release, The Northern Charter,
Newcastle (2014); CONTEMPORARY
FIGURATION, Udstillingsstedet Q,
Copenhagen (2013); Glamourie, PSL,
Leeds (2013) and Social Growth,
Embassy Gallery, Edinburgh (2012).
In 2013 he won the inaugural Vantage
Art Prize in Leeds. Most recently his
writing was featured in Cadavere
Quotidiano, an ‘anthology of writers
and artists preoccupied with the
lumbering nature of the object and
its relation to the written word’
edited by Paul Becker, Alex Cecchetti
and Francesco Pedraglio.
www.grinkinginthedraveyard.co.uk
www.leedsweirdoclub.co.uk
David Wojtowycz develops series of
works displayed in installation environments, creating suspended worlds
infused with suggestions of narrative
and history. In September 2013,
Wojtowycz had a solo exhibition, GLEN,
at WORKS|PROJECTS gallery in
Bristol. He has recently exhibited in
the group shows Cacotopia at the
International Anthony Burgess Foundation, Manchester, and Plans for a Ruin
at Islington Mill, Salford.
www.competitivemachines.com
FEAST is designed by dust
http://du.st

Reverse: The search for meaning. After
I'm dead, how will I know I lived, 2014

Laura Mansfield is an independent
curator and writer. She works closely
with other artists in the development
of both publication and exhibition
based projects. Recent projects include
the group exhibition Cacotopia at
the International Anthony Burgess
Foundation, Manchester and the
publication project FAS due for
distribution in the ethnographic
galleries at Warrington Museum in
late 2014. Laura is currently curating
a two year programme of artist’s film
and video works as part of her online
project Pala//here is always somewhere
else//. She is a Phd candidate at
MIRIAD, Manchester School of Art.

